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It is shown that in sromntic hydrocsrbons
the ISC rate constants (7’;-S0) ;?re governed by HT vibronic coupling. Some established rules for deciding between different coupling mechanisms are proved to be invalid. Application
to naphthalene yields excellent agreement \iih esperimcnta!
results.

I. Introduction

HSO= C i

Li.Si)

The detailed understanding of the processes which
lead to the deactivation

of the lowest triplet state of
an excited molecule has rapidly progressed during the
last few years. For a review see [l] . Different mecha-

nisms for this deactivation have been discussed in the
In this paper we will show that the most
important of these mechanisms are not those which,

literature.

at present,

are widely

accepted

Expansion to the second order ofH’ yields

as the Ieading ones.
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2. Theory
The rate constant
q -+ So is given by

k* = (2n/ft) l~lRlSd12

for the nonradiative

transition

FC ,

(1)
CR@

where R is the level shift operator [2] , FC the
Franck-Condon
factor, and Q:denotes the different
sublevels of T,.
If So and T, are chosen to be adiabatic pure spin
states [T1 = Tl(r, Q), So = So@, Q)] the following
perturb&on
ofR:

has to be considered

for the evaluation

IO

+R”’

10.

With (3), the total rate constant

kQ’can be written

p = k; t k; + k; t .,. f k’; + .. . ,

as:
(4?

where

k*; = (2n/h)l’~lHsolS,J2

FC ,
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k, , k, and “3, originate

from R *,,, whereas

2pp .

(4d)

k; origi-

nates from R lo.
Due to the different

matrix elements which appear
in the expressions
for these k’s, it is common to
speak of different mechanisms
responsible
for triplet
deactivation.
The main question is, however, which
is the most important
one’?
Let us first consider mechanism (4a). Due to symmetry, neither q nor kf can contribute
to k of
planar hydrocarbons
if the triplet T, is of nr*-type.
This symmetry argument does not hold for the rate
constant A<, and it is often claimed [l, 31 that til is
dominant if the transition
Tr + S, is orbitally allowed. At this point, however, we have to remember
the fact that by symmetry arguments we can only
state that a term is zero or not. To estimate the mag-

nitude of h< we mus’t take into account that matrix
elements of the spin-orbit operator are mainly
governed by one-center integrals (OCSOI). As we will
show in a further
grals of spin-orbit

publication
coupling

[4], multi-center
intedo not exceed 1% of the
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If we now consider kz and k{ we first have to
refer to the work of Siebrand and coworkers. In a
well-known
series of papers these authors came to the
following conclusion:
ki and k< are negligible; the
leading terms in (4) are k’-; and-k’;. This statement
is
based on a selection rule [8] which causes no contribution
from OCSOI’s to all the k’s, which originate
from R,,. As far as this selection rule is based on
symmetry arguments, it is only valid for ei. Later on,
however, Siebrand and Orlandi [9] claimed to have
proved that all the OCSOI’s which do in fact appear
cancel each other in the case of /c-; and Az$.
To check :his proof we have to take into account
the influence of the nuclear motion on the total electronic wavefunction:
because of the mt-of-plane
vibrations , the molecular plane is only an approximate element of symmetry.
This results in a perturbation of the on-separation.
Therefcre small contributions of (sir*- and no*-states are added to the TX-;states. To inciude this effect we use the following
expansion:

ci [-t-p/aQpi-q? qw,,is~

aRydaQp =
f

(Tpfs,isj)

<sjla/aQpls,~]

. + (~la~s,m2pls,).

(9

There is a contribution
of OCSOI’s, if the promoting
mode is an out-of-plane
vibration.
In this case the intermediate states are of or*- and no*-type. It is also
seen from (5) that the symmetry
argument for the

OCSOI.
Thusrate constants that are derived from
matrix elements containing no OCSOI’s are burdened

selection rule does not hold for LY=x, y because the
operators L, and L, are antisymmetric
with respect

with a factor 10m4. We therefore conclude that til
canno? contribute
essentially to the total rate con-

to the molecular plane.
grals over MO’s yields

Reduction

of (5) into inte-

stant in planar aromatic hydrocarbons;because
no
OCSOl’s appear in ‘Lhe corresponding
matrix elements
as was shown by McClure [S] .
The same argument hoids for the constant P2,
where the promoting

mode (pm) has to be an in-

plane vibration (ipv), that does not cause any OCSOl’s
to appear in the electronic matrix elements. Therefore the contribution
from X$ should be even less important than the contribution
from X<. Consequently,
we do not believe p2 to be the dominant
term in (4)
as it is assumed by other Iauthors [6,7].
354
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We consider the case Q =x and T1 = Tl(nn*). Neglecting all multi-center
spin-orbit
integrals further
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to AO’s leads to
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ance of S-t,
necessary.
[lo--121,

no assumption about hybridization
is
Such an assumption,
though widely used
introduces
an additional
approximation
in-

to the evaluation of electronic matrix elements

3. Application
A similar equation is obtained
Expression (7) corresponds
where the identity

fgr CK=y.
to formula

(17) of [9]

to naphthalene

In order to calculate ?G; and k$ for naphthalene,
we
used the following data: Hiicke! orbitals For the rrand n*-MO’s; Slater orbitals (CC = 1.625, cH = 1 .O)
for the A0 basis set; a value of 32 cm-1 for the
OCSOI Qp,,lLf12p,,).
The vibrational
constants were
taken from Luther and Drewitz [ 131. The full details

of the calculation will be given in a further publicais used.
If all the contributions
of OCSOI should cancel
each other as claimed by Siebrand and Orlandi the
following condition has to be fulfilled for all i and j:

[c=]?;c71_-c

.c t’] = 0 _
3 n1

Condition
(8) holds for i =j as shown in [9] . For
altcrnant hydrocarbons
it also holds if both, i and j,
belong to the set of starred or unstarred atoms. But
(8) is normalIy not vaIid if i and j are adjacent atoms,
It can be seen from (7) that in such a case there are
contributions
for which one of the two terms

is a one-center and the other a two-center
we further recall that two-center integrals

integral.
of this

If

type are not small but may reach 50% of the onecenter contribution
then there is no reason to neglect
h$ and k;.
Moreover if we take into account the factor

appearing in k; we can estimate k’ and k< to be
?
1000 times greater than k’?; and k <_ Therefore we
come to the result that k; and ky are the leading
terms in (4) which means that the most important
mechanism for the nonradiative
deactivation
of T, is
Herzberg-Teller
vibronic coupling.
There is an additional advantage, if we can use (7)
for the calculation
of decay rates. Due to the appear-

tion together with results for some other aromatic
hydrocarbons.
Here we only want to show the main
results. These are as follows.
3.1. The trmsitions “T-T+ S, atzd T-;’ -+ S,
(i) The CH-vibration y3 (b,,, a=955 cm-l) contributes 90% tc, the rate constant A$ = 0.200 FC
-2
[ cm
l(ii) The calculation of k{ shows that the spin vibronic term (~*laHSo~~Q$$
cannot be neglected. It
provides a remarkable contribution
of abour 40%.
The calculated value of the rate constant is k$ = il.08 1

FC[cme2]. The transition T: + S, gets 80% of its intensity from the skeleton vibration r2(a,,, a=285
cm-l) and 20% from the CH-vibration rl(a,, c&465
cm-l). If the spin-vibronic term is neglected, the
contribution to the rate constant which originates
from r2 is iowered by 2 factor l/2.

(iii) The’total rate constant k; + k; = 0.28 FC
-21 is about 3 orders of magnitude greater, that
[
thcz obtained by Siebrand (k’*+k3’=6X 10s4 FC
[cme2] [IO]). One may, hov?eve? argue that - due
to the uncertainty
of the Franck-Condon
factor the total rate constant is of little use for a comparison with experimental
data. We therefore look at the
ratio Fdk;. Since the three sublevels of T1 are nearly
degenerated,
the ratio of two rate constants should
only depend on the electronic matrix elements. For
the ratio k?k; we obtained a value of 2.5, which is

in much better agreement with the experimental

re-

sult of Six1 and Schwoerer [ 171 (k-V/kJ’=2) than the
value obtained by Siebrand (k’Tk’-:=4j [lo] .
(iv) Because of the different promoting
modes, one
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gets a considerably stronger deuterium effect on the
electronic matrix element of the transition ‘TT+ S,,
than on T{ + S O, where the deuterium substitution
should be effective only via the FC-factor.
(v) /L$ and k< show a,positi?n
dependent
deuteriurn eft”eci originating
from the electronic matrix element. This is in contradiction
to Siebrand and
Orlandi. According to ihese authors one should not
be able to explain the local deuteriurn
effect measured by [ 14: , if the rate constant is governed by R 10.
The values of J$ and $ were calculated for different
partially deuterated
naphthalenes
and are given in
table 1.

If we expand

1972

matrix element

the corresponding

C ~a2(Tfwsolso)
iaQ,aQ P

(9)

I

P’JJ

in a similar way as we did in (5), the only term which
contains OCSOI is given by

where both Qr, and Qp, are opv.
Reduction
to AO’s yields

TabI<! 1

Cdc. b)

cdc.

0.94

0.94

0.88

k(I,4)/W,3)

0.84

0.89

0.76

k(1,4)/.&1,5)

0.39

1.00

1.00

Ohs.

k(i)/k(z)

d)

3)

k(l,S)lk(1,8~

1.00

1.00

1.00

k!2,3)lk(2,7)

1.00

1.00

1.00

k(l,4,5,8)/k(2,3,6,7)

0.87

0.85

0.56

x-(1,3--8)/x-(2-8)

0.79

0.96

0.85

c)

a) Experimental results taken frcm [ 14, IS] and corrected
for radiative decay.
b) Calculated values taken from lhis work.
c) Calculated values taken from the work of Henry and
Siebnnd [ 31.
d) The numbers in parentheses indicate the centers of deuteration according to [ 31.

(11)
If we evaluate this contribution
obtain the following results.

for naphthalene

we

(i) The main contribution
(90%) to J$ = 0.013
FC [cm-‘]
arises from combinations
of CH-bending
out-of-plane
vibrations with skeleton opv’s. The remaining 10% are caused by combinations
of skeleton
opv’s. Combinations
of CH out-of-plane
vibraticns
yield .nearly no contribution.
(iij With k’ = &i we obtain the following result
for the total rate constant:

We, like Siebrand et al., are unable to explain the
last value in terms of only thl: electronic
matrix element. But for the remaining values of the rate constants, we obtain considerably
better agreement with
experiment
than Siebrand.

k = G f “J; + J$ = 0.30 FC [cmB2]

3.2. The transition

agree rather well with the experimental
results of
Six1 [ 17j (0.59+0.08,0.33+0.08,0.08+-0.04).
If we
compare the calculated value for the total rate constant with the measured lifetime ~~~ = 2.6 set we
obtain a Franck-Condon
factor FC = 6. This estimation neglects, however, the contribution
of the radiative decay.
(iii) According to the considered mechanism

T: + S,

In naphthalene this transition is orbitally forbidden. Therefore k; = 0. kz2can only contribute via
an ipv, which does not cause any one- or two-center
integrals in spin-orbit coupling. Our calculation
shows that the values of the three-center
integrals
given by Hameka [ 161 are much to high. So we conclude that the transition Ti --, So is governed by k”$
356

The different

.

ratios

(k’/Fc, J?/X-, k’/k) = (0.69,0.27,0.05)
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L? = L< there should be a remarkab!e deuterium effect
on k”. This result is contrary to the assumption,
usually made in the literature, where k” is believed to be
governed by L< or L2?(in combination with skeleton
ipv) and therefore sl;ould show no deuterium
effect.

For naphthalene
we have shown, that much better
agreement
with experiment
is obtained
for the transi-

tion q + S,, if the rate constants k;, ,%<and X< are
considered instead of the rate const&ts-k’;,
k”; and
X5_The leading position of k; is not, however, reto a special

molecule:

From

these

results

for

naphthalene and some other compounds, we expect
the following orders of magnitude for all aromatic
hydrocarbons:

(50-500)
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In naphthalene we calcuiated the ratios

There is no experimenta value for naphthalene. But
similar results are expected for all the linear polyacenes. In anthracene Six1 et al. [ 181 found

4. Conclusions

st&ted

PHYSICS LETTERS

k< (if not forbidden)

P/P(d)

= 5.2 ;

U/M(d)

= 2.4 ;

k’/F(d)

= 3 .

However, the value of k’ is within the limits ofexperimental error. This result is in line with our predictions that kx is mainly governed by CH-, ky by CCvibrations, and kz by CH- and CC-vibrations.
Our consideration holds also for rhe SI + T, nonradiative transition, where the corresponding rate
constant k’; should not be a priori neglected. We will
investigate?his problem in a future publication
[ 19 ] .

,
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A-; is governed by CH-bending modes, ,Jz; mainly by

Cc-bending modes.
If k?j is mainly

induced

Referewes
by the CC-bending

modes,

seems to be necessary to include the spin-vibronic
term aff,,jaQ,.
Since the total rate constant is not dominated by
k’;, the different rules for the deuterium effect in
aromatic hydrocarbons as stated by Siebrand [S] ,
lose their validity and must be revised. Due to the
fact, that the electronic matrix elements which appear in k-‘;:and k< show a deuterium effect too, it is
impossible to establish a special mechanism from an
experimental deuterium effect. The deuterium effect
only provides some hints on the type of promoting
mode (CC or CH), which induces the decay of the
cinsidered sublevel,
it
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